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Sainte-Geneviève Library: Wi-Fi Hot Spots deactivation. 
 
 

WiFi PARIS : between incompetence, negligence, breach of trust. 
 
The statement of Yves Peyré (reproduction on page 3), Sainte-Geneviève Library director, sum 
up by itself the situation, facing his confusion, he has no more choice, he must cover himself by 
a inactivation of Wi-Fi hot spots and ‘drop the baby with the  bath water’.  
[Document  :  
Letter to employer in order to signify the right to the withdrawal at the origin of inactivation ] 
 
How did we come to such a situation ? 
If the actual official analysis of biologic and health effects coming from LF, HF, UHF radiations on human 
escapes to any control, except the one of military, it’s because there was inevitably a conjunction of 
elements from the scientific and politic and economic process. 
 
 

The Ste-Geneviève Library example is its 
revealing sign, let’s look to it closely : 
As things stand : 
- Hundred of students confined close to the 
transmitter source of RF in a promiscuity and 
metallic structures environment, leaning in close 
fields of compact fluo bulbs myriad who are 
strumming on their PC with Wi-Fi, and a mobile 
phone open in their pocket…and as a cherry on 
the cake, the whole thing covered in a electro 
smog that is in some places over 20 different 
signals of Wi-Fi nets ! 
 

- In front of this situation, it’s easy to understand 
that the dose/duration relation of radiation with 
microwave hyper frequency is affecting first the 
metabolism of some librarians, however for what 
concerns the ones who do not feel anything, the 
radiations ….”are paid on credit”. 
[ Fr- Understand / EHS the figures : HD Report ] 
 
Who is responsible ? 
 

1 – l’ADEME 
- For what concerns the low consumption compact 
fluo type bulbs, the ADEME inexcusable fault is 
clear and it’s not because the agency was 
admitting its error in front of the TV TF1camera 
that the situation in changing since. 
 [ FR- Understand/Comparative: vidéo report HD ] 
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Consequently Next-Up organization is asking to the government to : 
- Immediately takes its responsibility by issuing an Order in Council prohibiting the marketing of 

LFC for domestic use and their immediate withdrawal in all public places. 
- To promote the energy of LED with a consumption of 4 times less energy than LFC and to not 

produce any environmental pollution. 
Nobody could say they didn’t know, including Ministers. The detailed information on LFC and LED is at 
disposal on a specific site - Uk :  [ Let’s safe the planet ] 
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http://www.next-up.org/
http://www.next-up.org/pdf/WiFiParisLetterToTheEmployerToCallForTheRightOfWithdrawalEnforcement12052008.pdf
http://www.next-up.org/Newsoftheworld/MicroWavesWeaponsArmesMicroOndes.php#1
http://videos.next-up.org/France5/CestDanslAir/PortablesLesMauvaisesOndesExtraitsEhsetBioInitiative/08052008.html
http://videos.next-up.org/ADEME/LampesFluocomptacteLaFauteInexcusableFrance23102007.html
http://next-up.org/CompactFluorLamp.php


 
2 – l’AFSSET :  
- The agency still didn’t make its internal revolution. The overwhelming subject to Le Monde paper from 
Denis Zmirou past scientific director of the agency or the striking one of Guy Paillotin board of directors 
president given at the Senate House both have not change anything. AFSSET continues to desinform ! 
 

The logic consequences: Priartem requesting the resignation of Michèle Froment-Vedrine as general 
director of Afsset is still a dead letter. 
 [ Understand - Fr : AFSSET the letter of resignation request ] 
 

- For what concerns AFSSET and Wi-Fi everything has been said with evidence. What can we do more ? 
[ Complet and striking file - Fr : "l’AFSSET hides the truth" ] 
 
 

- Logic consequence : AFSSET is not credible anymore  : 
 " Fr - The solution risks to be radical : suppression ".  
 

 
 
3 –  Gouvernment (s) : 
 

- The situation is ‘ubuesque’, but Roseline Bachelot, the actual health minister, is she aware of it ? For 
what concerns us, there is no doubt that she does not control the situation, her entourage and her 
advisers who are under influence make the scenario to continue : do not give up on the essential, spread 
the confusion and bet on the run down of the situation. 
 

 [ Scientific consortium BioInitiative report ]             [ Uk - Microwave Syndrome ]  
 
 [To evaluate the situation :  Uk - BioInitiative  Petition in progress and comment ] 
 
 
4 – L’OMS, l’ICNIRP, la FSR, . . . 
 

- Michael Repacholi late High Person in Charge at WHO for EMF program and ICNIRP founder 
president, notorious betrayer of truth (failure to his charge duty), man of straw of industrialists is dragging 
behind him an overwhelming record, however he will not be the only one to have to answer of his acts, 
the litany of ‘negationists’ of his ‘areopage’ in charge of national responsibility as well has his 
responsibility in the sanitary actual scandal in progress [File in progress] 
[ Accusation file against WHO and  M. Repacholi] 
 
- For what concerns FSR (Health and Radiofrequency Foundation), a file is in progress asking the 
cancellation of the 10 of January 2005 Order in Council giving recognition for a public utility 
establishment at this organization. The Prime Minister will be the recipient [Report in a next diffusion]. 
The public utility agreement given by ministerial decree introduces the definition of a social utility 
recognition with its independent consequence; this is the essential element to be taken into 
consideration. 
 
- Despite FSR is not doing e delegation of public service, the implication in such a structure (its board of 
directors) of members with capacity of decision coming directly from industry and mobile phone 
operators, is a evidence indication giving us the right to think that the independence notion by itself can 
not be guaranteed. We think this cancellation decision of the agreement would permit to improve the 
sanitation of the scandalous situation and to turn the public money for French research that is captured 
by FSR toward a scientific organism independent of any influence.
[ Fr- File in progresss -  First elements in order to understand : Fr - video report ]. 
 
- BF°( Low Frequency), HF¹ (HyperFrequency),  UHF² (Utra Hight Frequency), RF³ (Radio equency) 
                                             
 

Documents : Regulation precision, statement and pictures. 
 

- Complementary precisions of the right to withdrawal following the signification letter to the employer 15 
May 2008. (head of establishment at the inter-university  and public library Ste-Genevieve, Place du 
Pantheon, Paris 5) :                                                         
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http://www.next-up.org/pdf/com_12_10.pdf
http://www.next-up.org/Newsoftheworld/Affset2007.php#1
http://www.next-up.org/pdf/Enviro2BAfssetUneAgenceMenacee15052008.pdf
http://www.next-up.org/Newsoftheworld/BioInitiative.php
http://next-up.org/pdf/MicrowaveSyndrome012007Uk.pdf
http://petition.next-up.org/signatures-uk-138.html
http://www.next-up.org/Newsoftheworld/WHO_OMS.php#1
http://www.next-up.org/Newsoftheworld/FranceFSR.php#1
http://videos.next-up.org/FSR/NextUpCommentsEtExtraitsEmissionCestOffInterviewsDrIrigarayCendrierMeForget05112007.html


 
 
- The employee using his right to withdrawal must imperatively notify it at the   employer by mail with A/R 

(reception notice). 
 

 - In addition, this one must be recorded in the Sanitary and Security Register. This procedure allows 
offering a written track of the executed withdrawal and of the causes of it. This allows (in accordance with 
the regulations texts to have CHS and the prevention doctor to be informed. 
 

- Particularly the fact that any withdrawal right must lead to a CHS urgent inspection within 48 hours after. 
 

- Without this formality the ‘withdrawal right’ risks to be without effect in the best case, indeed disputed by 
the employer (an E-mail has no legal value). 

 
             
 
 
 
 

Wi-Fi Hot Spots deactivation 
Notice from Ste-Genevieve Library Manager. 

 
 

 
Paris May 15, 2008 

 
 

Information on WiFi 
 

Due to the shown anxiety from an agent claiming to suffer from different physical pains 
that he attributes to two Wi-Fi hot spots, Sainte-Genevieve Library and New Sorbonne 
University - Paris 3 at which it’s linked by the same administration have taken the 
following decisions : 
 

- The accused Wi-Fi hot spot antennas will be provisionally unplugged waiting for a precise 
     diagnostic. 
- A company will be appealed to take in the shortest delay the measures of wave intensities. 
- The results, as soon as they will be known, will be submitted to members of a committee 

      of health and security of New Sorbonne University - Paris 3, exceptionally getting together 
      in order to give a ruling on the question. 
- The University will ask for assistance to the Sanitary and Security Inspection of the  

      Ministry of Superior Education and Research to help the Committee taking its decision. 
 

 
                                            

Yves PEYRÉ 
                                                                                               Ste-Genevieve Library Manager 
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- Front external Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Paris - 

 

 
 

- Main Hall Library Sainte-Geneviève Paris - 
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